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STRUCTURES Structure is a constructed data type for packing data of different types. It is a convenient tool for handling a group of logically related data items. Advantages: 1.



Structures enable the user to group together a collection of different data items of



different data types using a single name. 1. Structures help to organize complex data in a more meaningful way. Example: A structure can be used to represent a student’s details such as student_name, rollno, marks etc as follows Struct student { char stud_name[20]; char stud_rollno[10]; float stud_mark1; float stud_mark2; float stud_mark3; };



A structure definition creates a format that may be used to declare structure variables.



General format for structure definition is as follows:



struct tag-name { data-type member1; data-type member2; …………… …………… }; Example: Struct book_bank



name of the structure or structure tag



{ char title[20]; char author[15]; int pages;



structure elements or members



float price; }; struct book_bank b1,b2,b3;



structure variables



In the above example book_bank is a tag-name that is optional one. If you give the tagname then later in the program you can declare the variables using the given tag-name otherwise it is not possible. The title, author, pages and price are members of the structure. While defining the structure memory is not allocated for its members. Only during the declaration the memory is allocated for the members. Thus the structure definition creates a template to represent a group of logically related information. In the structure definition we should follow the rules stated below 1. The template is terminated with semicolon. 2.While



the



entire



declaration



is



considered



as



a



statement,



each



member



is



declared independently for its name and type in a separate statement inside the template. 3. The tag name such as book_bank can be used to declare structure variables of its type later in the program. There are 2 ways in which we can declare a structure. 1.The user can combine the template declaration and the variable declaration in a single statement as follows struct book_bank { char title[20]; char author[15]; int pages; float price; }book1,book2,book3; 2.The use of tag name is optional as follows struct { char title[20]; char author[15]; int pages; float price; }book1,book2,book3;



We can assign values to members of a structure. The structure members themselves are not variables. They should be linked to the structure variables in order to make them meaningful members. For example the word title, has no meaning when it appears alone. The same structure member when it appears with the structure variable book1 as book1’s title has a meaning. The link between a structure member and a structure variable is established using the member



operator ‘.’, which is also called as “dot operator” or “period operator”. Thus we can assign a value to the member using dot operator like as follows b1.price=150.00; b2.title=”c programming”; The same dot operator can be used to assign values to the structure members through the keyboard as follows scanf(“%s”,book1.title); Example: /*Program to illustrate the dot operator*/ #include struct student { char stud_name[25]; char stud_rollno[10]; float mark1,mark2,mark3,tot; }student1; void main() { printf(“Enter student details\n”); printf(“\nStudent Name : “); scanf(“%s”,student1.stud_name); printf(“\nRoll no : “); scanf(“%s”,student1.stud_rollno); printf(“\nMark1 : “); scanf(“%f”,&student.mark1); printf(“\nMark2 : “); scanf(“%f”,&student.mark2); printf(“\nMark3 : “); scanf(“%f”,&student.mark3); student1.tot = student1.mark1 + student1.mark2 + student1.mark3; printf(“The student details are as follows….\n”); printf(“Student name : %s\n”,student1.stud_name); printf(“Roll no : %s\n”,student1.stud_rollno); printf(“Marks : %f %f %f\n”,student1.mark1,student1.mark2,student1.mark3); printf(“Total : %f\n”,student1.tot); }



Structure Initialization



Like any other type, a structure variable can be initialized. However, a structure must be declared as static if it is to be initialized inside a function.



Example: main( ) static struct { int weight; float height; }student={100,150.45}; …………………….. } Thus in the above example the value 100 is stored in student.weight and 150.45 to student.height. There is a one- to-one correspondence between the members and their initializing values. A variation in initializing a structure is as follows: main( ) { struct st_record { int weight; float weight; }; static struct st_record stu1={30,70.56}; static struct st_record stu2={45,65.73}; …………… } Another variation in initializing structure variable outside the function is as follows: struct stu { int weight; float height; }stu1={56,170.56}; main() { static struct stu student2 = {23,150.5}; ……………….. ……………….. }



Comparison of structures Two variables of same structure type can be compared in the same way as ordinary variables. If book1 and book2 are of same type then it is possible to compare two variables as book1== book2. Similarly we can assign book2 to book1 as book1=book2.etc. Example: /*Program to illustrate comparison and copying of structure variables*/ struct student { char stud_name[25]; char stud_rollno[10]; float mark1,mark2,mark3,tot; } void main() { static struct student s1={“aaa”,”00CS0001”,50,50,50}; static struct student s2,s3={“bbb”,”00CS002”,20,90,30}; s2=s1; //assigns structure s1’s contents to structure s2 if(s2 = = s1) //compares structure s2 and s1 printf(“Both the persons are the same\n”); if(s2 = = s3) printf(“Both the persons are the same”); else printf(“Both he persons are different”); if(s2.mark1 = = s3.mark1) //compares structure elements printf(“Student 1 and 2’s marks are the same\n”); else printf(“Marks are different\n”); }



Arrays of Structures: We use structures to describe the format of a number of related variables. For example if we want to analyze the marks obtained by a class of students then we can use array of structures. Example: /*Program to illustrate arrays of structures*/ #include struct student { char stud_name[25]; char stud_rollno[10];



float mark1,mark2,mark3,tot; }; void main() { static struct student s[3]; int I; for(I=0;I


Arrays within structures



C permits the use of arrays as structure members. In the previous example we have declared three variables mark1, mark2, mark3. We can eliminate this by using an array to hold the 3 marks. Thus the declaration will be as like as follows. struct student { char stud_name[25]; char stud_rollno[10]; float marks[3]; }s[3]; Thus in the above example student contains 3 elements - stud_name, stud_rollno, and an array of 3 marks. The marks can be accessed as stu[2].marks[1]. Thus it refers to the mark obtained in the first subject by the second student. Example: /*Arrays within structures*/ #include struct student { char stud_name[25]; char stud_rollno[10]; float marks[3],tot; }; void main() { static struct student s[3]; int I,j; for(I=0;I


}



printf(“The student details are as follows….\n”);



for(I=0;I


Structures within structures Structures within the structure means nesting of structures. Nesting of structures is permitted in ‘C’. Let us consider the following structure definition to store the information about the student. struct student { char stud_name[25]; char stud_rollno[10]; float mark1,mark2,mark3; float tot; }; The above structure defines student name, rollno, and the marks of the student. We can group the marks into one sub structure as follows: struct student { char stud_name[25]; char stud_rollno[10]; struct marks { float mark1; float mark2; float mark3; }m; float tot; }s[3]; The individual marks of the second student are referred as s[2].m.mark1.



Example:



/*Structures within structures*/ #include struct student { char stud_name[25]; char stud_rollno[10]; struct marks { float mark1; float mark2; float mark3; }m; float tot; }; void main() { static struct student s[3]; int I,j; for(I=0;I


printf(“Mark2 : %f\n”,s[I].m.mark2); printf(“Mark3 : %f\n”,s[I].m.mark3); printf(“Total : %f\n”,s[I].tot); } }



UNIONS Unions are the concept derived from structure. So the definition of union is same as structure except with the keyword union. The main difference between the structure and the union is in the memory allocation only. In structure the memory is allocated for all the members included within the structure and all can be accessed simultaneously. In union the memory is allocated for the longest member in the union so that all the members in the union can share the allocated memory one at a time. Example: union product { int quantity; float price; char code; } p1; In the above the memory is allocated based on the longest data type float. Thus 4 bytes will be allocated and all members in the union share that memory. Example: /unions example*/ void main() { union samp { char color; int size; }shirt; shirt.color=’r’; printf (“%c\n”,shirt.color); shirt.size=12; printf(“%d\n”,shirt.size); } Thus at a time only one member can be accessed. If we have a statement as follows shirt.size=12; printf(“%d %c\n”, shirt.size, shirt.color);



Then the output will be 12 garbage character



FILES



Standard input & output When a C program begins execution, it has access to 3 files 



Standard input from which the input is received by default. (keyboard)







Standard output to which the output is sent (screen)







Standard error which is used to print the error messages (screen)



Console oriented I/O: Console oriented I/O functions are the functions that use the terminal as the target place. Example:



printf(),scanf()



Problems in console oriented i/o operations: 1. It becomes difficult and time consuming to handle large volumes of data through terminals. 2. The entire data is lost when either the program is terminated or the computer is turned off.



putchar & getchar: The standard C functions that are used to get or display a single character are the getchar() and putchar() functions. Syntax: variable=getchar(); putchar(variable);



Example: #include void main() { char a; printf(“Enter a character….”); a=getchar(); putchar(a); }



Output: Enter a character……a a



In order to make full use of the I/O functions, certain definitions must be included in the program. These are called as the header files. Thus, for managing the input and output, the header file stdio.h is used.



#include # -> preprocessor directive include ->keyword stdio.h ->header file



getc, putc & file I/O : A file is a place on disk where a group of related data is stored.



Basic file operations: 1. naming a file 2. opening a file 3. reading data from a file 4. writing data to a file 5. closing a file.



There are 2 ways to perform operations on a file a. low level i/o use UNIX system calls b. high level i/o use C’s standard library functions.



High level I/O Functions: Function name



Operation



fopen( )



Creates a new file or opens an existing file for use



fclose( )



Closes a file which has been opened for use



getc( )



Reads a character from a file



putc ( )



Writes a character to a file



fprintf( )



Writes a set of data values to a file



fscanf( )



Reads a set of data values from a file



getw( )



Reads an integer from a file



putw( )



Writes an integer to a file



fseek( )



Sets the position to a desired point in the file



ftell( )



Gives the current position in the file



rewind()



Sets the position to the beginning of the file



Defining and opening a file: While opening a file we should include the following: a. Filename. b. Data structure. c. Purpose.



The filename is a string of characters and should be a valid one. It has 2 parts 1. a primary name 2. an optional period with the extension.



Example:



input.data



Data structure is defined as FILE in the standard I/O library. So all files should be declared as type FILE (defined data type). Purpose may any one of the following. •



read ( r )



•



write ( w )



•



append ( a )



General format for defining a file : FILE *fp; fp =fopen(“filename”,”mode”)



The mode can be any one of the following: “r”



- open the file for reading only



“w” - open the file for writing only “a” - open the file for appending (or adding ) data to it.



When trying to open a file, one of the following things should be noted: a. When the mode is ‘writing ‘, a file with the specified name is created if the file does not exist. The contents are deleted, if they already exist. b. When the purpose is ‘appending’, the file is opened with the current content safe. A file with specified name is created if the file does not exist. c. If the purpose is ‘reading’, and if it exists, then the file is opened with the current contents safe; otherwise an error occurs.



Many recent compilers include additional modes of operation: r+ - the existing file is opened to the beginning for both reading and writing. w+ - same as w except both for reading and writing.



a+ - same as a except for both reading and writing.



Closing a file: A file must be closed as soon as all operations on it have been completed. This ensures that all outstanding information associated with the file is flushed out from buffers and all links to the files are broken. It also prevents any accidental misuse of the file. Another instance where we have to close a file is when we want to reopen the same file in a different mode. Syntax: fclose(file_pointer); Example: FILE * p1, * p2; p1=fopen(“input”,”w”); p2=fopen(“output”,”r”); --------------------------fclose(p1); fclose(p2); ---------------------------



I/O Operations on files: To manipulate on character data we use getc() and putc() functions. Syntax:



putc ( character , file-pointer); getc (file-pointer); getc( ): It is used to read a character from a file. putc( ): It is used to write a character to a file.



Example: char a,b=’b’; FILE *f1, *f2; …… a=getc(f1); ……. putc(b,f2);



Program : # include  main ( ) {



FILE *f1; char c; printf(“data input \n”); f1=fopen(“input”,”w”);



/* open the file input*/



while ((c=getchar( ))!=EOF) /*get a character from keyboard */ putc (c, f1);



/*write a character to input */



fclose(f1);



/*close the file input */



printf(“\n data output \n\n”); f1=fopen(“input”,”r”);



/*reopen the file input */



while ((c=getc(f1))!=EOF)



/*read a character from input */



printf(“%c”,c);



/*display a character on screen */



fclose(f1);



/*close the file input */



}



To manipulate an integer value we can use getw and putw functions.



Syntax: putw ( integer , file_pointer); getw ( file_pointer);



getw( ): It is used to read an integer from a file.



putw( ): It is used to write an integer to a file.



Example: int a,b=10; FILE *f1, *f2; …… a=getw(f1); ……. putw(b,f2); Program : # include  main ( ) { FILE *f1; int i,c; printf(“data input \n”);



f1=fopen(“input”,”w”);



/* open the file input*/



for (i=1;i


/*write a number to input */



fclose(f1);



/*close the file input */



printf(“\n data output \n\n”); f1=fopen(“input”,”r”);



/*reopen the file input */



while ((c=getw(f1))!=EOF) printf(“%d”,c);



/*read a number from input */ /*display the number on screen */



fclose(f1);



/*close the file input */



}



To handle a group of mixed data simultaneously we can use fprintf and fscanf functions.



Syntax:



fprintf (file_ptr,”control string”,list); fscanf (file_ptr,”control string“,list);



fscanf( ): It is used to read a group of data from a file. fprintf( ): It is used to write a group of data to a file. Example: char a,b=’b’; int c,d=10; FILE *f1, *f2; …… fscanf(f1,“%d %c”,&c,&a); ……. fprintf(f2,”%d %c”,d,b); Program: # include  main ( ) { FILE *f1; char name[10]; int roll; printf(“data input \n”);



f1=fopen(“input”,”w”);



/* open the file input*/



scanf(“%s %d”,name,&roll);



/*get a group of data from keyboard */



fprintf(f1,”%s %d”,name,roll);



/*write a character to input */



fclose(f1);



/*close the file input */



printf(“\n data output \n\n”); f1=fopen(“input”,”r”);



/*reopen the file input */



fscanf (f1,”%s %d”,name,&roll); /*read data from input */ printf(“%s %d”,name,roll);



/*display data on screen */



fclose(f1);



/*close the file input */



}



RANDOM ACCESS TO FILES Sometimes we might want to access only particular parts of a file rather than the whole file. In that case we use the 3 functions fseek(), ftell(), rewind() in the C I/O library. ftell(): The function ftell() gives the current position of a file. It takes a file pointer as an argument and returns a type long that corresponds to the current position. Syntax: variable = ftell (file_ptr); rewind(): The function rewind() moves the pointer to the start of the file. It takes a file pointer as an argument and moves the pointer to the start of the file. Syntax: rewind(file_ptr); Example: FILE *f1; …… rewind(f1); n=ftell(f1);



Now n will have a value of 0 (the start of the file).



Advantages of rewind(): Helps to read a file more than once without having to open and close it.



fseek(): This function is used to move to the desired position in the file. It takes 3 arguments. 1. file pointer – pointer to the concerned file. 2. Offset – specifies the number of positions (bytes) to be moved. 3. Position – position takes one of the 3 values



0 – start of file. 1 – current position 2 – end of file. Example: fseek(fp,0L,0) – go to the beginning of the file. fseek(fp,0L,2) – go to the end of the file. fseek(fp,0L,1) – stay in the current position. fseek(fp,m,0) – move to m+1th byte. fseek(fp,m,1) – go forward by m bytes. fseek(fp,-m,1) – go backwards by m bytes.



Program: #include void main() { FILE *f1; long n; f1=fopen(“test”,”w”); while((c=getchar())!=EOF) putc(c,f1); printf(“No of characters %ld\n”,ftell(f1);



//writes characters into the file. //gives the current position of the



file fclose(f1); fp=fopen(“test”,”r”); n=0L; while(feof(f1)==0)



//moves the position by 5 bytes.



{ fseek(f1,n,0); printf(“Current position %ld current character %c\n”,ftell(f1),getc(f1)); n=n+5L; } fseek(f1,-1L,2)



//moves to the last character



do



//prints the file in reverse



{ printf(“%c”,getc(f1)); }while(!fseek(f1,-2L,1); fclose(f1); }



//pointer in the
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struct tag-name { data-type member1; data-type ...






3. The tag name such as book_bank can be used to declare structure variables of its type .... static struct student s2,s3={â€œbbbâ€�,â€�00CS002â€�,20,90,30}; s2=s1 ... 
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Very first escape sequence character is '\a' and last escape sequence character is. '\r'. â—‹. Float data always stores in memory mantissa and exponent format. â—‹.
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typedef struct node 

6. 5. 7. 4. 2. 9. 8. Root. Leaves ... bool search(node* root, int val). { if root is NULL return false. if root->n is val return true. if val is less than root->n search left child.
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